Drone-based solutions are helping AT&T maintain and enhance our network to more quickly and safely deliver an outstanding wireless experience.

AT&T has spent the last two years exploring and testing different ways drones can benefit our customers. We’ve found that drones can be used to inspect cell towers, distribution lines and other facilities that keep consumers connected efficiently and safely.

A drone can often go where humans cannot and provide clear, wide-angle and bird’s eye views of the facilities that keep consumers connected.

Drones can also increase workplace safety by reducing the need to climb towers, poles and other structures while performing the work that is necessary to keep consumers connected.

Our nationwide LTE network enables our engineers to access these views in real-time, which we expect will allow us to enhance cell sites faster than ever before and improve overall network performance for our customers.

“**We’re moving toward the future by pushing the envelope on what’s technologically possible for drones.**”

John Donovan, Chief Strategy Officer and Group President – AT&T Technology and Operations